
The Rules: 

Name of game: ZombieFest! 

Estimated play time: 20-30 mins 

No. of players: 2-4 

Credits: JK ² (Kevin, Wee Kiat, Josh) 

Theme/Backstory: In a small remote island where experimentations of viruses takes place but 

something went terribly wrong. All the scientists are now infected and became zombies, and the only 
3 soldiers guarding this laboratory have to fend for themselves and defeat their acquaintances. 

Objective: Humans: Kill all the zombies 

  Zombie: Kill all the humans or infect them. 

Resolution: Either the players survive till the end wiping out the zombies, or the hostiles will spread 

the virus beyond the island. (Either the 3 players mutate/die, or the zombies are all killed) 

 

The Components: 

1 piece of mahjong paper (88 cmx 34cm) 

3 standard six-sided dice (D6), 1 four-sided die (D4) 

3 pieces of pawns as players (use different pawns to indicate their different identities) 

19 counters as zombies 

7 pieces of paper as power-ups (4 Cure & 3 Pistols) 

1 chart showing the different stats of the 3 players, including the movement and battle system 

1 countdown sheet; showing how long the players can last when infected 

 

 

 

 

 



How to start 

The human players will choose who will start first and in which order. 

Then, the zombie player will then place the zombies around the map. (numbers of zombies 
in each region refer to Map)  

Then the players would put their power ups(cure and pistol) on the PU grids and their 
piece(attacker speedy and defender on the X grids). Only one item/player per grid. 

This is just one of the scenario, you can custom make your own maps, scenarios and draw 
your walls and stuff. Example: You can even change the objective by having the same 
starting points for the humans, and make an exit for the human to reach there to win. 

 

All the things you need to know about the different units. 

Zombies:  

Zombies (3action points) have 2hp, and when they attack a player which is infected, the 
countdown will minus one, which makes the player mutate faster. But if they attacked a 
player with a countdown of 1, the player will die instead of mutating. 

 Player controlling the Zombies is given 3 action points per turn; the action points can 
be split between 1 - 3 zombies. The zombie can use the action points to attack the player if 
they are in the range, or just move. 

 When the zombie attacked the player, the unit can’t be moved anymore as we do 
not want to let the zombie to attack twice using the same unit, so the zombie would be 
placed on top of the human. 

o Speedy Zombie(2 action points) 

 The character is able to move up to 2 grids per action point, and it 
minus the countdown of the player infection by 1. 

o Attacker Zombie(2actions points) 

 The character is able to move 1 grid per action point, and it minus 
the countdown of the player infection by 2. 

o Defender Zombie(2action points) 

 The character is able to move 1 grid per action point, and it minus 
the countdown of the player infection by 1. 

 

  



 

 

 

3 Characters:  

All 3 characters can be controlled by individual players, and they all have different 
abilities. Players controlling the Characters are given 3 action points for each character to 
move. 

o Speedy(3action points) 

 The character is able to move up to 3 grids per action point, but it 
deals 1 damage to Zombies. +1 to die roll 

o Attacker(3action points) 

 The character is able to move 1 grid per action point, and it deals 2 
damage to Zombies. +1 to die roll 

o Defender(3action points) 

 The character is able to move 1 grid per action point and it deals 1 
damage to Zombies. +2 to die roll 

Human does not really have hp, and when they are attacked by zombies, they will need to roll a 
4sided die(D4) to determine how many turns they will then become a zombie. They can use a 6sided 
die(D6) to indicate how many turns they have left to turn into a zombie and place them on the 
countdown sheet(A=Attacker, D=Defender, S=Speedy). They will minus one countdown each time 
they end their turn, when it is 0, they will become a zombie with their special ability (Refer to 
zombie) which they will still control it, but with only 2 action points. But if it’s only a 1v1 game, the 
zombie player would control it instead of the human player. 

 

Lastly, you are able to walk through your allies/own units, but you cannot walk through the enemies. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Map 

You cannot place the zombies beside one grid of the players or powerups. 

 

Red – 5 zombies can be placed in that zone 

Blue –  

a. Light Blue : 3 zombies can be placed in that zone 
b. Dark Blue : 3 zombies can be placed in that zone 

Yellow – 2 zombies can be placed in that zone 

Peach – 4 zombies can be placed in that zone 

Countdown sheet 
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